
Middle Ages and the Renaissance 



Education in the Middle Ages 

Rural, Agricultural, Religious and local 

 

 = large institutions has broken down (Roman empire collapse) 

  = small, scary world  

   = superstition + Tradition 

 

 

 Education = Practical = counting, farming, herding 

     few read, few intellectuals 

      = generally accepted knowledge 
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Education in the Middle Ages 

Except!  THE CATHOLIC CHURCH! 

 

  = Priests can read (bible) = local smart guy 

  = Philosophy (Augustine = Heaven) 

 



RENAISSANCE! 

 

1. rebirth of  greek and roman knowledge in europe 

 

2. black death = church couldnt explain mass death 

 

3. powerful kings = larger states = need smart ppl (not priests) to run them  



= Universities 

 

1. subject scholars gather in one place, ppl go to them 

 = community of  learners 

 (rise of  urban university city = trade) 

 

2. greeks + romans successful = learn from them 

 

= philosophy (Plato, Marcus Aurelius = proper action)  

 

= politics (Thucydides, Polybius) 

 

= Aristotle = Science 

 

what about the bible?????  
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 = community of  learners 
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2. greeks + romans successful = learn from them 

 

= philosophy (Plato, Marcus Aurelius = proper action)  

 

= politics (Thucydides, Polybius) 

 

= Aristotle = Science 

 

= St. Thomas Aquinas (Summa Theologica) = all knowledge comes from god    

 (combines chirstian revelation with classical science/philo.)  





Women in the Middle Ages 

 

1.  Not strong as men = inferior 

  = morally + spiritually weaker (seduced, tricked, need protection) 

   

  = man is head of  house (St. Paul) 

   = women are like children (RE citizens, now back) 

 

2.  education = bible. rich girls could = convent  

     = independence + education. 

 

3.  women associated with other women (esp fam) (same class) 

 = few = $ or business 

  

 Jewish women different.   still subservient, but better educated (Torah) 

 (western europe)  more urban (run business while husbands away) 

    tighter social/intellectual/economic networks 

 



Renaissance Women 
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1. families chose partners 
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Marriage 

1. families chose partners 

2. $ more important than land in cities 

3.  marriage is delayed = men need $to impress family+women 

4.  men married younger women 

 

men - 25 years old 

women – 14-16 years old, 20 =spinster, stay w/ parents 

5.  Result = women outlive their husbands 

= inherit $ 

= independence  

= classical education children + support for arts = patronage 

= increased role in society = power/prestige (Lady Catherine pride/prej.) 

   





Art in the Middle Ages and Renaissance 



Art in the Middle Ages 

Middle Ages Art = Religious, Representational, Symbolic  
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Renaissance Art = Religious 

 

  = Classical themes, characters 

 

  = REALISM! LOOKS LIKE REALITY 

 

   = proportion + perspective 

     

 



Perspective = 3d image in a 2d space 



Creates depth and volume 



Makes paintings = sight 
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Proportion 

1. Rejects Representation 

=  

 

Correct Size = environment 

2. biological accuracy 

= 

rediscover medical knowledge 

=  

muscles and movement 

 




